AAPSE BOD Meeting Minutes

7/19/21
9:15am-12:00pm MST
Denver, CO/Zoom

Meeting called by: Faye Golden

Type of meeting: Board of Directors (BOD)

Recorded by:

Betsy Danielson

BOD Attendees:

Kim Brown, Betsy Danielson, Faye Golden, John Feagans, Sharon Gripp, Becky
Maguire, Chrissy Kaminski, Katie Moore, Sarah Kingsley-Richards, Kerry Richards, Mimi
Rose, Kimberly Tate, Sonja Thomas

General
Membership
Attendees:

Gary Bahr, Ric Bessin, Rachel Bomberger, Bryan Gueltig, Bart Clewis, Ed Crow, Dean
Herzfeld, Brittny Jones, Patsy Laird, Denise Lesy, Clyde Ogg, Camilo Perez, Bonnie
Rabe, Sara Racine, Don Renchie, Leo Reed, John Scott, Ples Spradley, Sherm Takatori,
Kima Traynham, Thia Walker, Mike Weaver, Whitney Weaver, Nancy Westcott, Mike
Wierda,

Non-member
Attendees:

Jim Fredericks, Megan Parker, Jane Dvorak

Minutes
Agenda item:

1. Call to Order

Presenter:

Faye Golden

Agenda item

2. Treasurers Report

Presenter:

Sonja Thomas

Discussion: Sonja Thomas provided the AAPSE balances as of July 2021.
Balance as of
July 2021

Account
Checking Account

$20,659.24

AAPSE Savings Account

$36,106.70

Gift Account

$1,758.28

Certificate 22

$3,882.88

Certificate 31

$10,245.96

Certificate 38

$3727.10
TOTAL

$76,380.21

OLD BUSINESS
Agenda item:

3. AAPSE Logo

Presenter:

Betsy Danielson

Discussion: Sharon Gripp and her team created several possible logos based on BOD recommendations.
Betsy Danielson shared the top two logos the BOD selected. A suggestion box at the AAPSE resource table
allowed members and non-members attending the PACT 2021 meeting to select their choice from the BOD’s
selections, the current logo, or suggest a new logo (see attached). A full membership vote will be held at a later
date to select a logo. Betsy asked meeting attendees to provide feedback on the logos.
Action items

Person responsible

Deadline

 Provide input on AAPSE logos to BOD.

AAPSE Members

9/1/21

Agenda item:

4. Committee Reports

Presenter:

Betsy Danielson

Discussion: Faye Golden shared that the Issues and Evaluations Committee would like to add additional
information to their report. Faye stated that on May 27, the EPA released a draft risk assessment for the use of

sulfuryl fluoride as a fumigant in residential pest control. The comment period was recently extended to Sept.
2021. Guest Jim Fredericks with NPMA summarized the proposed label changes including changes to the
allowed clearance devices and a completely new aeration procedure based on CA regulation. Faye stated that
the Issues and Evaluations Committee will look into this issue as it pertains to educating applicators and
consumers.
Agenda item:

5. Liaison Reports

Presenter:

Betsy Danielson

Discussion: No liaison reports were provided during the meeting. Tana Haugen-Brown sent a liaison report for
NPSEC after the meeting ended (see attached). Faye Golden asked for recommendations for vacant liaison
positions including ASPCRO, CTAG (suggested John Feagans), NASDA (suggested Gurinderbir (G) Chahal
with MN Dept of Ag), National Stakeholder Team for PSEPs (suggested Gene Merkl), and PERC (suggested
Kaci Buhl). Kim Brown stated that she will be submitting a recommendation to consider Wendy Sue Wheeler
for the Pesticide Program Dialogue Committee (PPDC). Refer to https://aapse.wildapricot.org/Liaisons for
current and vacant liaisons.
Action items

Person responsible

Deadline

 Reach out to membership to fill vacant liaison positions.

AAPSE BOD

10/1/21

Agenda item:
6. Strategic Plan
Presenter:
Patsy Laird
Discussion: Patsy Laird, Dean Herzfeld, and Mike Wierda shared the strategic plan (see attached). PACT
2021 attendees were asked to provide comments to the poster at the AAPSE resources table during the
conference. Patsy asked for suggestions and feedback to the 2-page revised strategic plan. Once the
committee updates the strategic plan based on member feedback, the plan will be presented to the BOD and
ultimately to the full membership for approval. A different committee will be needed to implement the strategic
plan.
Action items

Person responsible

Deadline

 Provide comments proposed strategic plan to Strategic Plan
Committee.

AAPSE members

8/31/21

Agenda item:
7. JPSE
Presenter:
Mike Weaver
Discussion: Mike Weaver, editor of the Journal of Pesticide Safety Education (JPSE), shared an overview of
JPSE and suggested possible ways to promote the journal and increase submissions (see attached
presentation). Mike proposed forming a committee to discuss JPSE issues, guidelines, and policies. Meeting
attendees stated that they were not aware of the variety of articles that could be included. Mike stressed that it
is not just for academic articles. Sarah Kingsley-Richard suggested possibly changing the name because
“journal” makes it sound like a research publication. Mike stated that this would be difficult as it is registered
with the Library of Congress and the process to do so took several years. Mike suggested that subtitles could
be added instead. Mimi Rose suggested adding the category, “Hands-on Teaching” including teaching
outlines. Sonja Thomas stated that the EC has discussed the possibility of publishing in JPSE as a deliverable
for the NPSEC/eXtension grant funds. This would help generate articles for JPSE and allow PSEPs an
alternative to sharing intellectual property. Don Renchie expressed concern that major changes to JPSE could
affect those publishing articles for tenure and promotion. Mike assured the BOD that peer reviews would
continue. Mike stated that JPSE represents the AAPSE organization and asked for help in making the journal
represent AAPSE better. He asked members to contact him with feedback on his presentation.
Action items

Person responsible

Deadline

 Provide feedback on JPSE to Mike Weaver.

AAPSE Members

9/1/21

 Continue to promote JPSE.

BOD and members

Agenda item

8. Other Old Business

Presenter:

Faye Golden

Discussion: Faye Golden stated that no comments were received on the final draft of the tax-exempt
document prepared by the Issues and Evaluations Committee (see attachment). Sonja Thomas moved to
accept the 501(3)(c) tax document as written. Seconded by John Feagans. Motion passed.
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NEW BUSINESS
Agenda item:

9. AAPSE Website

Presenter:

Faye Golden

Discussion: Faye Golden asked the BOD and attendees for thoughts on the current AAPSE website.
Members shared concerns on the outdated layout (too much scrolling), ADA compliance (readability of pdf
files), translation capabilities, and ability to find the site via a google search. Additional comments included
wanting to see Professional Development webinars posted on the site and having YouTube links more
accessible. Members also asked who the audience of the website is – members or the public?
Historically, Mike Weaver hosted the site at Virginia Tech. In 2017, Mike Weaver and Whitney Weaver
transitioned the site to Wild Apricot (https://www.wildapricot.com/) due to security issues. Currently, Betsy
Danielson updates the meeting minutes and committee information. Sonja Thomas updates membership,
meeting information, and performs background website work. Sonja, Mike, and Whitney are administrators of
the website and can give access to others as needed.
When asked about the storage capacity of the website, Mike stated that the large number of photos (image
archives from past AAPSE meetings) on the site use the most storage. Sonja stated that the website is at 80%
capacity. The photos could be moved to a different image resource. The documents are not an issue.
The social media committee is working on a proposal that would include a paid webmaster position. Betsy
stated that the webmaster should be part of BOD meetings so relevant information can be added to the website
in a timely manner. Sonja stated that Wild Apricot has resources to upgrade the website – we just need
someone who is computer-savvy that can transition us to where we want to be. The Social Media Committee or
an ad-hoc committee could fill in the gaps.
Agenda item:
10. Other New Business
Presenter:
Faye Golden
Discussion: Faye Golden introduced Jane Dvorak, who led the EC leadership retreat in February 2020. Jane
presented information to elevate AAPSE as an organization (see attached presentation). She also spoke
during the committee breakout session (see attachment). Faye Golden stated that members need to take the
information presented and think about how we can grow the organization, keep members engaged, and
attract new members.
Agenda item:

11. 2022 AAPSE Annual Meeting

Presenter:

Faye Golden

Discussion: Faye Golden stated that AAPSE annual meetings were held in San Antonio, TX in 2018, Duluth,
MN in 2019, Virtually in 2020, and in Denver, CO in 2021. Based on the rotation, the next annual meeting
should be held in the Northeast. Betsy Danielson stated that there has not been an official vote on holding a
national meeting every year. However, according to the By-laws, Article III, Meetings of Members, Section 1.
National Meetings, it states, “National meetings of the Association shall be held at least annually at such time
as shall be determined by the Board provided, however, that in cases of emergency, the Board may direct that
an annual meeting be conducted by telephone, video conference, or other electronic media.”
Dan Wixted, Mary Centrella and their team have tentatively agreed to assist in hosting the 2022 AAPSE
Annual Meeting if the Northeast region is selected as the next region to host. Niagara Falls, NY has been
discussed as a possible location. A member stated, traditionally AAPSE coordinates with its regions when
selecting dates and locations. Betsy recommended reaching out to regions to see if they have already made
plans for a 2022 meeting. Kim Brown stated that each regional rep should reach out to their members to
determine when they are having their regional meeting to allow enough time for planning. Mimi Rose stated
that the North Central region is planning a meeting in Columbus, OH but has not set a date. Faye stated that
the BOD will work with the regions on dates so meetings don’t conflict with each other and provide enough
time in between meetings so potential attendees can choose whether to attend the regional meeting, national
meeting, or both.
Action items

Person responsible

Deadline

 Reach out to members to determine if and when regional
AAPSE meetings will be held in 2022.

Regional Reps

9/1/21

 Schedule 2022 AAPSE Annual Meeting.

BOD
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Agenda item:

12. Comments and Announcements

Presenter:

Faye Golden

13. Adjournment

Presenter:

Faye Golden

Discussion: none.
Agenda item:

Discussion: Motion by Faye Golden to adjourn. Seconded by Sharon Gripp. Motion passed.
Next BOD meeting: TBD
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AAPSE Logo
Help us narrow down choices for a possible new logo. Make your
selection (A, B, C, or D) on the paper provided and place it in the box.
An official vote by the membership will be held at a later date.

A.
B.

C.
D.

Draw your own or
provide suggestions
and place in box

AAPSE Liaison Report Form
Name: Tana Haugen-Brown
Email address: thbrown@umn.edu
Liaison to: National Pesticide Safety Education Center (NPSEC)
Report date: July 19, 2021
Meeting/Communication date(s): July 19, 2021
Meeting/Communication location: NPSEC Board of Directors, Zoom meeting & In-person, Denver, CO
Brief summary of key topics or areas discussed as they relate to certification, training, and education:
Looking for individuals to fill three board postions currently open due to retirements and change
in positons: Western Region, Northeast Region, and an industry representative. Much
discussion around budget, various projects, manual and resources printing and grants that have
been faciltated through NPSEC. Position descriptions for NPSEC staff have been more fully
developed. The Board of Directors is looking at a Board only meeting in the future.

Issues AAPSE may need to address:
None at this time.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
STRATEGIC PLAN

OF

PESTICIDE SAFETY EDUCATORS

VISION
The American Association of Pesticide Safety Educators (AAPSE)
provides leadership as a membership-driven organization
dedicated to promoting the development and facilitation of
lifelong integrated learning related to pesticide safety and
minimizing risks from pesticides to human health and the
environment.

MISSION
The AAPSE mission is to provide a collective voice and forum for
professional development, advocacy, and collaboration in the
development, delivery, and advancement of pesticide applicator
certification and pesticide safety education.

Goals = PPE
Promote, Partner, & Expand
PROMOTE

AND IMPROVE PESTICIDE CERTIFICATION

PROGRAMS AND PESTICIDE SAFETY EDUCATION

PARTNER

AND COLLABORATE WITH OTHERS TO STRENGTHEN

NETWORKS FOR FURTHER EXPANSION AND AVAILABILITY OF
RESOURCES FOR PESTICIDE SAFETY EDUCATION

EXPAND

MEMBERSHIP TO INCLUDE INTERESTED

INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS ASSOCIATED WITH PESTICIDE
SAFETY

Strategic Plan Details
1. Promote and improve pesticide certification programs and
pesticide safety education.
a. Promote and support connections, networking, resource
sharing, professional development, and workshops among
certification and pesticide safety programs.
b. Promote and support the development of public outreach
materials and programs targeting non-certified pesticide users
and others.
c. Advocate for the integrity of pesticide safety training and
education.

2. Partner and collaborate with other foundations, organizations,
associations, and government agencies to strengthen networks for
further expansion and availability of resources for pesticide safety
education.
a. Identify groups associated with pesticide safety education and
create formal representation with those groups.
b. Connect to underserved
communities and utilize teaching
GUTS-DOMINANT
PEOPLE
methods that are culturally
appropriate for diverse audiences.
c. Support program collaboration and regional/national efforts
among AAPSE membership.

3. Expand membership to include interested individuals and groups
associated with pesticide safety.
a. Enhance promotion of AAPSE beyond traditional PSE programs
and target new audiences.
b. Focus on enhancing how to reach diverse audiences, including
those underrepresented in our discipline.
c. Form a student outreach committee to begin developing events,
infrastructure, and a plan for enhancing student participation in
AAPSE.

DISCUSSION
๏ Do we continue to publish the AAPSE journal?
๏ How do we generate more interest and submissions?
๏ Should we alter JPSE’s format/content to serve AAPSE’s diverse membership?

BARRY BRENNAN
Father of AAPSE!
Hatched the idea of Journal…
23 years have passed…
JPSE is struggling!
It’s survival — a tribute to its creator!

JPSE HISTORY

• Fluctuation in priority by AAPSE governance
• Submissions came from same authors - mostly academics
• Journal had major revision in guidelines / categories >15 years ago
• Few authors take advantage of new categories
• Submitted manuscripts — held to strict blind peer review - altering
the journal will NOT impact this process
• Based on past submissions - JPSE branded as research journal
• AAPSE’s membership has changed… less attractive to new
membership
• Fewer tenured academics joining AAPSE

JPSE CATEGORIES

• Research Study - Findings / implications from a scientifically framed PSE study
• Literature Review - Review of training or assessment program implementations,
efficacies, or modifications
• Commentary - Opinion or thought-provoking idea on issue of interest to readership
• Program Description - Descriptions of training or applicator assessment program
implementations, efficacies, or modifications
• Review or Critique - Third-party review of recent PSE materials (books, manuals,
booklets, pamphlets, videos, educational games, and computer-based training
modules, etc.) or unique or innovative method, technology, or device that aids
information delivery of (or focuses trainee attention on) any aspect of PSE (field
demonstrations, trainee practice activities, in-classroom manipulations, online
teaching tools, and animations, etc.)

JPSE CATEGORIES, CONT’D

• Literary Note - A succinct, topically focused discussion delineating the merit (or liability) of a
documented instructional practice, policy, or procedure evidenced in current pesticide safety
education literature
• Article Response - A response to any article published in JPSE
• Templates and Tools - Description or publication of recently produced PSE material
Books, reporting and programming templates, pest management protocols or prescriptions
targeting compliance assistance or PSE, training manuals, booklets, pamphlets, videos,
educational games, web-based training and information, computer-based training modules,
etc.
Unique or innovative method, scripts and skits, hands-on programming, workshop and model
program formats/templates, train-the-trainer programs, use of technology or devices that aid
information delivery of (or focuses attention on) or any aspect of PSE (field demonstrations,
trainee practice activities, in-classroom manipulations, case studies, online teaching tools,
animations, etc.)

JPSE - PROPOSED CHANGES - MODEL AFTER AE

• Invitation to members to work with JPSE editors to bring
journal to next level…
• Entomological Society of America has reformatted their
popular journal, the American Entomologist.
• Example of how a journal can serve as powerful and
engaging communication tool to national professional
association
• Potential to generate ideas that might help us

AE ONLINE & PRINT JOURNAL - SPONSORED WITH ADS & ESA DUES

AE CATEGORIES - INSIDER (leaders/editors) / ENTEREST (news bites and notable findings - research briefs)
INSIDER

FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

ENTEREST

AMERICAN

ENTOMOLOGIST

NEWS BITES AND NOTABLE FINDINGS

Kevin L. Steffey
Zsofia Szendrei
COPY EDITOR

Zsofia Szendrei
DOI: 10.1093/ae/tmab034

Correction: Brent Hales was incorrectly listed as Brent Hale in the
Acknowledgments section of “An Extension of Their Work: Extension’s Role in
Vector-Borne Disease Education,” which appeared in the spring 2021 issue of
American Entomologist. We regret the error.

Elsa Youngsteadt
Buzzwords:

May Berenbaum
Field and Bench:

Jeffrey D. Bradshaw
Legends:

Marlin E. Rice
Musings:

Erin W. Hodgson
Research Briefs:

Gregory A. Dahlem
Signals:

Lauren M. Diepenbrock
Through the Loupe:

Megan Asche

RESEARCH BRIEFS
by Gregory A. Dahlem, Ph.D.

EDITORIAL BOARD

Kevin L. Steffey and
Zsofia Szendrei, co-chairs
Carol M. Anelli
Megan Asche
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Boris A. Castro
Matthew S. Lehnert
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Executive Director

Chris Stelzig, CAE
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Communications, and
Marketing

Matt Hudson
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Art Director

Janelle Welch
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“Recreational
firewood
movement by
the general
public is
considered
to be one of
the primary
means by which
wood-inhabiting
insects are
transported
intracontinentally
to new areas.”
Solano, A., S.L. Rodriguez, L. Greenwood, K.J. Dodds,
and D.R. Coyle. 2021. Firewood transport as a vector of
forest pest dispersal in North America: a scoping review.
Journal of Economic Entomology 114: 14–23.

Páez et al. provide strong
experimental evidence to show
that evasive aposematism may
lead to convergence in warning
colors, known as evasive
mimicry.

Being tough to catch is as good as tasting
really bad when deterring predators.
Remember the story of the fox and the grapes—those grapes are sour! What we do
not get from that story is whether the fox learns from the experience that grapes
in general are not worth the trouble to try to eat anymore. We are all well aware of
aposematic butterflies, which are distasteful. What you might not have thought about
is that evasiveness can be as big of a deterrence as bad taste. Predators that have a
bad enough experience with very evasive butterfly prey will avoid those colorful wing
patterns after some bad experiences. This may be even a stronger revulsion than is
seen with bad taste. Páez et al. provide strong experimental evidence to show that
evasive aposematism may lead to convergence in warning colors, known as evasive
mimicry.
Páez, E., J.K. Valkonen, K.R. Willmott, P. Matos-Maraví, M. Elias, and J. Mappes. 2021. Hard to catch: experimental evidence supports evasive mimicry. Proceedings of the Royal Society B 288: 20203052. https://doi.org/10.1098/
rspb.2020.3052

The current year and two previous years’ issues are available
from Oxford University Press. Previous volumes can be
obtained at the Periodicals Service Company, psc@periodicals.com. For information on how to request permission to
reproduce articles or information from this journal, please
visit https://academic.oup.com/journals/pages/access_purchase/rights_and_permissions. For Customer Service, visit
https://academic.oup.com/journals/pages/contact_us/
customer_services.

This month’s Enterest section was contributed by the following authors: Gregory A. Dahlem,
editor, Research Briefs; Erin Cadwalader, ESA Director of Strategic Initiatives, From the Hill;
David Onstad, president, P-IE Section; Michael Reiskind, president, MUVE Section; Ronda
Hamm, president, PBT Section; Rebecca Simmons, president, SysEB Section; Michelle Boone,
Student Life.
DOI: 10.1093/ae/tmab024
ZCYL/ADOBE STOCK
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Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ae/article/67/2/4/6294638 by ESA Member Access user on 15 July 2021

F

irst, a quick update on the progress of my transition into the role of editor-in-chief over the course of this year. During the last few months, I have
absorbed a lot of information about what goes into creating an issue of
American Entomologist (AE). There are a surprising number of pieces involved in
this puzzle! Kevin Steffey has been pouring out his wealth of knowledge that he
has learned as an editor-in-chief in long conversations, and I have been trying my best to soak it up.
It has been challenging, but also fun; the best part
has been getting to know the team of AE editors and
staff. Talking about people, we recently welcomed
new publications assistant Irene Nudd to the AE
team! She will help with handling manuscripts as
well as communications.
One of the goals I expressed during my interview
for the editor-in-chief position was to initiate a new
standing column dedicated to diversity, equity, and
inclusion (DEI). I’m happy to announce that the
editorial board recently unanimously approved this
new column, which will kick off later this year. I welcome on board the team of
editors who will be responsible for bringing DEI topics to us in each issue: Frankie
Stubbins, Rupesh Kariyat, Veronica Manrique, and Cesar Rodriguez-Saona. To
accommodate this new column within the current page limits for each issue, you
will notice a shorter reference format used throughout AE going forward. In the
meantime, please enjoy DEI-related articles in the current issue: two diversity
profiles of ESA members from the PBT and MUVE/P-IE sections are brought to
you by Alvaro Romero and his co-authors, who recruited and edited these articles. In addition, Monique Rivera and Hollis Woodard describe an exciting new
grass-roots, student-led initiative to create a fellowship to increase undergraduate
diversity at UC–Riverside.
Please consider submitting an article to AE, especially if you haven’t yet done
so! We are particularly interested in hearing from people early in their entomology
careers who wish to share their views on topics important to them. If you do not
want to write an article but you’d like to read about particular issues, please send
an e-mail to am.ent.editor@gmail.com and let me know what you would like to
read about. I look forward to hearing from many of you!

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
Book Reviews:

Carol M. Anelli
Boris A. Castro
Matthew S. Lehnert
Phillip G. Mulder, Jr.
Robert K. D. Peterson
Lynne K. Rieske-Kinney
Jessica Ware

Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ae/article/67/2/3/6294606 by ESA Member Access user on 15 July 2021

A View into a Transition in
Progress

Jessee Smith

Features:

DAVID/ADOBE STOCK

EDITORS-IN-CHIEF

AE CATEGORIES - BUZZWORDS (editorials) / LEGENDS (life stories from legends in entomology)

LEGENDS

BUZZWORDS

LIFE STORIES FROM LEGENDS IN ENTOMOLOGY

THE LIGHTER SIDE OF INSECT SCIENCE

Born
19 April 1949
New York, New York

Flea Speech

“IF THEY WERE
HUMAN-SIZED
THEN THEY
WOULD BE ABLE
TO JUMP OVER
THE EIFFEL
TOWER WITH AN
ACCELERATION
FORCE OF
140G … ”
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an exemplar the genitalia of Hystrichopsylla
talpae, the mole flea, remarking, “Any engineer looking objectively at such a fantastically impractical apparatus would bet
heavily against its operational success.
The astonishing fact is that it works.” She
also provided a full-page drawing of the
“unusually complicated genital apparatus” of the rabbit flea (Spilopsyllus cuniculi),
depicting the male genitalia only “in part,”
with the “thin penis rod” depicted in red to
differentiate it from what she dubbed the
“stout penis rod.”
A quick search through Web of Science
failed to uncover any other insects with
even one penis rod, let alone two. Such
complexity, apparently characteristic of
species throughout the order Siphonaptera,
hasn’t attracted the attention you’d think
it might deserve. Although genitalia provide the basis for species identification of
Siphonaptera (i.e., “The majority of characters used for species diagnoses are based
on the shape and structure of their extraordinarily complex genitalia” [Whiting et al.
2008]), surprisingly little is known about
the functional significance of that complexity when it’s put to use during copulation. Maybe that’s not so mysterious, given
that fleas themselves (let alone their genitalia) are generally too small to see without
magnification. Even the biggest flea in the
world, Hystrichopsylla schefferi, which specializes on the mountain beaver Aplodontia
rufa in the Pacific Northwest U.S., is only
≈12 mm long. Moreover, for most fleas,
mating takes place on the host, generally
under cover of feathers or pelage, making
direct observations difficult. In fact, before
the publication of their study, Hsu and Wu
(2001) remarked that, despite the global
ubiquity of the cat flea Ctenocephalides felis,
“The entire process of mating behavior of
cat fleas has never been described.”
Reading the detailed descriptions
provided by Hsu and Wu (2001) added

Students and Postdocs
M.S. 10, Ph.D. 25
Postdocs 22
Refereed Publications
211; 9 in PNAS or Science
Highly Cited Paper
Sustainability of Transgenic
Insecticidal Cultivars:
Integrating Pest Genetics
and Ecology
1,534 citations
Book Chapters
29
Invited Presentations
More than 325
Honors
Fellow, Entomological
Society of America (ESA)
Fellow, American
Association for the
Advancement of Science
Elected to the National
Academy of Sciences
Awards
George Bugliarello Prize
(Sigma Xi)
Alexander von Humboldt
Award
Founder’s Memorial Award
(ESA)
Borlaug Award for Service to
Society and Environment
(NC State)
O. Max Gardner Award
(NC State faculty member
with greatest contribution to
human welfare)
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Marlin E. Rice

R

esearch scientist Fred Gould began his
career studying the evolution of spider
mite host range and its relationship to
the development of insecticide resistance.
Currently, he is University Distinguished
Professor in the Department of Entomology
and Plant Pathology at North Carolina
State University (NC State) in Raleigh. He
has earned degrees from Queens College,
City University of New York (B.S., Biology,
1971), and State University of New York at
Stony Brook, (Ph.D., Ecology & Evolutionary
Biology, 1977).
Gould joined NC State as an assistant professor in 1979, initially as a soil-insect entomologist. In the past decade, he became the
co-founder and co-director of the Genetic
Engineering and Society (GES) Center at NC
State. The Center has taken a national and
international lead in examining the technical,
ethical, and societal dimensions of the products and impacts of biotechnology by promoting inclusive dialogue among researchers
and scholars in science and technology, social
sciences, and humanities. Gould has been
the director of two multimillion-dollar NSF
graduate training grants. The first grant was
titled “Genetic Engineering and Society: The
Case of Transgenic Pests.” The second and
ongoing grant is “Agricultural Biotechnology
in Our Evolving Food, Energy, and Water
Systems” (AgBioFEWS).
In 2016, Gould chaired the committee that
wrote the National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine report Genetically
Engineered Crops: Experiences and Prospects.
According to the Academies, “This consensus report examines a range of questions and
opinions about the economic, agronomic,
health, safety, or other effects of genetically
engineered crops and food.”
At the 1994 ESA Annual Meeting, Gould
and George Kennedy spearheaded development of a yearly student debate with the
goal of enhancing critical thinking among

graduate students. To the current day, these
debates focus on controversial science and
policy issues in entomology and agriculture.
This interview occurred 3 April 2021 on
the NC State campus, two weeks before
Gould’s 72nd birthday.
Rice: You grew up in New York City in the
borough of Queens. What was your childhood like in Queens?
Gould: My dad got married when he was
49. I was the second kid; there were three of
us. I grew up in what I thought was a middleclass neighborhood and played on the streets.
I played all those games that kids in cities
played: stickball, stoopball, ringalevio. We
were given free rein out on the streets; then,
at some point—my father had this very loud
whistle—he’d whistle and we all came home.
[Laughs]. Actually, my dad bought a cabin up
in Rhode Island, so it was where I went in
the summer. So how does a kid from Queens
wind up in agriculture? Before my teenage
years, I started helping out on a small dairy

Fred Gould, here five years old, grew
up on the city streets in Queens, New
York City.
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aving lived in a multi-cat household
for many years, I’ve had more than
my share of encounters with fleas,
and frankly, I’ve never found them in any
way enjoyable. Among other things, flea
bites are among the itchiest of all of the
arthropod bites I’ve experienced, and they
seem to remain itchy for a ridiculous length
of time (according to at least one source
[Youssefi et al. 2014], up to two years). I’m
not charmed by the flea’s hopping mode of
travel and can’t make myself care that:
• according to “Fun Facts About Fleas,” they
can jump up to 150 times their own height
(Apex Pest Control 2018; https://www.
apexpest.com/fun-facts-about-fleas/);
• according to OneKind Planet’s “Amazing
Facts about the Flea,” “If they were
human-sized then they would be able to
jump over the Eiffel Tower with an acceleration force of 140G … an acceleration
rate 50 times greater than a rocket taking
off into space!” (OneKind Planet 2016;
https://onekindplanet.org/animal/flea/);
• according to the “Fascinating Flea Facts”
on a veterinary office website, their ability to “pull 160,000 times their own
body weight” is equivalent to me pulling the oddly specific “2,679 doubledecker buses” (Riverforest Veterinary
Centre 2021; https://riverforestvets.ie/
fascinating-flea-facts).
Recently, while searching through
the flea literature to prepare for a flea-related event on campus, I discovered that
I’ve been overlooking what might be the
most impressive attribute of fleas. In a
1965 Scientific American article published
20 years before legendary entomologist
Miriam Rothschild was elected to Britain’s
Royal Society based in part on “her extensive work on the histology, morphology and
taxonomy of fleas” (Royal Society 1985), she
remarked, “The copulatory apparatus of
the male flea is the most elaborate genital
organ in the animal kingdom.” She cited as
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ALL DATA CAN
BE USEFUL,
EVEN WHEN
IT ISN’T THE
DATA WE
EXPECTED.
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t the 2019 annual meeting of the
Entomological Society of America
(ESA) in St Louis, I organized a
symposium titled “Advocate Sharing:
The Science of Unpublished Results in
Entomology.” The goal was to focus on
unpublished negative results, which we
decided should not be considered negative,
because all data can be useful, even when
it isn’t the data we expected. Instead, we
can consider the results as inconclusive,
surprising, or unexpected. During the
symposium, we heard about the science
behind the work, the experiences of several

researchers, and how they dealt with the
unexpected and moved forward. This
article is a summary of the topics covered
during the symposium and the attendees’
opinions about publishing “negative” data.

Topics of Discussion

Sharing our experiences as students, postdocs, faculty, and researchers in industry
and governmental agencies revealed that
we all had dealt with common issues. All
of us have anecdotes and stories about an
experiment that never worked, no matter
how much effort we put into it. We all have

Note from the editor: You may notice that this article is a little outside of the normal scope of
Signals, which is aimed primarily at educators and communicators. However, this topic was chosen because handling unexpected or out-of-the-ordinary data occurs frequently in research. It is
important to acknowledge this and think about how we handle these unanticipated data in all of
our respective research and education efforts. I hope you enjoy this thoughtful discussion of the
topic.—Lauren M. Diepenbrock

Day 10

Day 1
Day 11

Day 8
Day 13

Day 15
To demonstrate the stages of honey
bee (Apis mellifera) queen development, larvae were grafted into beeswax cups and placed into a queenless
colony to raise new queen cells. On
consecutive days, cells were opened
and photographed to reveal the developing queen. (Photos and caption
by Dan Borkoski; e-mail: danbee@
udel.edu, Instagram: @ud_beelab)

Day 12

Day 16
DOI: 10.1093/ae/tmab022
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Dispatches from Bug Cemetery

An Eye for Cryptic Critters

I

suspect that many people do not conjure up images of the subtropics when
thinking of Illinois, but I do. In 1998,
I was a recent graduate with a B.S. in
zoology from Southern Illinois University
(SIU) in Carbondale. I had spent the previous semester in a naphthalene-perfumed
museum, where I refreshed the ethanol
preservative of old insect specimens in
flint-glass vials with distorted stoppers and
sorted thousands of 3” × 5” index cards in
the card catalogue of J. E. McPherson (a.k.a.
“Doc”) for his next literary work on stink
bugs. So, as summer approached, I was
ready to get out and explore, and Doc was
willing to take a chance on a new graduate
student with a promising work ethic and a
mediocre undergraduate course record.
The previous summer and fall, I had
spent some time apprenticing with Aaron
Hagerty (a graduate research assistant in
Doc’s lab at the time) amidst the bluffs,
canyons, and forests of southern Illinois.
We wandered all over the southernmost 11
counties of Illinois, collecting specimens
for Aaron’s research on Arilus cristatus and
Emesaya b. brevipennis. Both assassin bugs
are about the same length (≈30 mm); however, E. b. brevipennis is a ridiculously skinny
bug, only ≈1 mm across its greatest width.
(Picture a tiny, predaceous walking stick
and your imagination will not be far off.)
While examining bluffs for the needle-thin,
translucent nymphs of E. b. brevipennis, we
would occasionally come across a couple of
other assassin bugs: Empicoris rubromaculatus and Barce fraterna. All these species
are within the same subfamily (Emesinae);
the latter two are less than half the length
of E. b. brevipennis and generally the mottled color of wet sandstone. It would be an
understatement to say that these insects
are well camouflaged within their habitat.
My visual search image became fixed on the
challenge of finding these diminutive, cryptic critters on those water-carved bluffs. So,
when Aaron told me of a location where he
28 AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGIST | SUMMER 2021

W

e are at an outreach event. Any
outreach event. Could be an
open house. Or the rodeo. Or a
scout meeting. It doesn’t matter. They all
unfold in the same way. We stand behind
cases of brilliant butterflies and tropical
beetles, ready to show off the sheen of the
morphos’ wings, the antler-like tusks of a

BUT, ALAS,
ALTHOUGH I
HAVE ANSWERS,
THESE ARE
NOT THE
ANSWERS THAT
RESONATE WITH
AN AUDIENCE
PREDISPOSED TO
EMPATHIZE
WITH INSECTS.

Fig. 1. The chute at Little Grand Canyon, Illinois, where a population of Pseudometapterus
umbrosus was studied for Bradshaw and McPherson (2002) and where a macropterous form of
P. umbrosus was discovered (Bradshaw and McPherson 2001). Photo by J. Richard Abbott.
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lucanid, the unexpected size of a tarantula
hawk. We are happy. We even have a peanut-headed lanternfly!
Entomology is glorious, of course. We
are immersed in wonder. It is the best profession. And we—the staff and students of
the University of Texas Insect Collection—
are ready to sell it. We field questions about
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Concrete

Fig. 1. An uncoated carbon steel rebar
embedded in structural concrete generates a complex, extensive system of
crevices that penetrate the surrounding
matrix, contributing to the expansion of
urban karst.
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JAKOB GOLDNER, TODD R. KELLEY,
AND JEFFREY D. HOLLAND

E

ntomologists share a desire and a responsibility to cultivate wider public understanding of
insects and the deep connection they have to
our lives (Pearson et al. 2007). One of the best
ways to begin this process is by providing the
opportunity for K–12 students to interact with insects
on a frequent basis (Lopatto 2007, Wijesinghe et al.
2016). Engaging with insects can improve perception of, and cultivate interest in, entomology. Insects
make great teaching tools and can be used in a variety of ways to teach many topics. Today, insects are
often employed in classrooms and outreach events as
classroom-friendly animals. Teachers employ insects
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proudly walking the meeting halls, promoting entomology while dressed in his widely
recognized entomological top hat, vest,
insect-adorned tie (or sometimes a bowtie),
and slacks? Despite his extensive administrative responsibilities, he published more
than 35 peer-reviewed scientific articles
and more than 100 entomological circulars,
extension fact sheets, and pesticide impact
assessment publications. In 2010, Dennis
was selected as a Fellow of the ESA.
After retirement, Dennis was excited
to return to his taxonomic roots and
began volunteering two days a week in
the Hemiptera Unit at the Smithsonian’s
National Museum of Natural History, in
Washington, DC. He was passionate about
working in the collection, where he spent
many hours expanding, reorganizing, and
relabeling hundreds of insect drawers and
sorting thousands of specimens. In 2019,
he was given the Entomology Department’s
“Above and Beyond Award” for his dedication to the Hemiptera Collection, which
included more than 5,000 volunteer hours.
Dennis loved working with people and
leaves behind a legacy of promoting students
and early-career scientists. He had a gift for
encouraging and mentoring young people at
ESA meetings, through the Entomological
Foundation, and at the Natural History
Museum, with every visitor and student
going away with fond memories and a great
appreciation for his encouragement. Dennis
will be greatly missed by all who knew him.
He leaves behind his loving wife Leta, his
three children and three stepchildren (he
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DENNIS DONALD KOPP, taxonomist,
professor, extension entomologist, program administrator, and ESA supporter and
Fellow, passed away on 11 December 2020
at age 77.
Dennis was born on 4 August 1943 in
Dubuque, Iowa. He grew up in a blue-collar family, loved to hunt and
fish, and was active in the
Boy Scouts, achieving the
rank of Eagle Scout in 1958.
He attended Loras College
in Dubuque, graduating in
1965, and taught high school
for two years, including
one year as dean of boys,
PHOTO BY CECILIA ESCOBAR, SEL.
before deciding to return to
graduate school in 1968 at
the University of Missouri in Columbia to
major in entomology under the well-known
heteropterist Thomas Yonke. His master’s
(1968–1971) and doctoral work (1971–1977)
involved the systematics and bionomics of
treehoppers (Hemiptera: Membracidae).
While completing his graduate studies, he
maintained a full-time research specialist
position in the department, working on
the biology, morphology, and taxonomy of
hemipterous insects to help support his wife
and three young boys.
In 1978, Dennis was hired as an extension entomologist and associate professor
in the Department of Entomology at North
Dakota State University (NDSU) in Fargo. In
this position he developed educational programs involving pests of crops, ornamentals, livestock, and public health, which gave
him the broad knowledge needed to work
in a wide range of disciplines. In 1988, he
earned the rank of professor and tenure in
the department before accepting the NDSU
directorship of the Continuing Education
Department in 1989, where he worked with
the NDSU administration to coordinate
programs with other state institutions of
higher education.
In 1990, he accepted the Entomology
National Program Leader Position with
the USDA’s Cooperative Extension Service
(CES) in Washington, DC, to head the
National Agricultural Pesticide Impact

Assessment Program (NAPIAP). In 1997, he
became Plant Section Leader of the combined CES and Cooperative State Research
Service, which became the Cooperative
State Research, Education, and Extension
Service (CSREES). He oversaw 25 national
program leaders and program staff and
provided leadership supporting agriculture-related research, education, and extension programs across the country. Dennis
received a prestigious Brookings Institute
LEGIS Fellowship in 2003 to work with
Congressman Ron Kind of Wisconsin for
eight months on various student education
programs. He returned to CSREES that
same year as senior national program leader,
and in 2008, he was appointed program
and analysis officer in the newly formed
National Institute of Food and Agriculture
(NIFA), until his retirement in 2012.
Dennis belonged to numerous entomological and professional societies during
his career, but he focused primarily on
ESA and the Entomological Foundation,
serving in numerous leadership roles and
on many committees. He was a member
of the ESA’s Detection, Evaluation,
and Prediction Committee (1978–1980),
the Editorial Board of the Journal of
Economic Entomology (1979–1984; chair
1983–1984), the Systematics Resources
Committee (1983–1986), chair of the
Publications Council (1984–1987), Section
E Representative on the Governing Board
(1989–1992), Governing Board Committee
on Diversity in the Society (1994–1997),
Publications Council (1994–1997), and
Finance Committee (2000–2003). Dennis
was a passionate supporting member
(1988–2020), counselor (1998–2020), and
donor to the Entomological Foundation.
He also served as the CSREES liaison to the
National Association of County Agricultural
Agents (2004–2008) and volunteered for
three years as a “traveling faculty member”
for the University of Missouri’s School of
Journalism Field Research Institute (2011–
2013). In addition to his dedication to ESA,
Dennis was remarkably active in committee
work while at NDSU and the USDA, serving
on no fewer than 30 committees.
Dennis was extremely proud that he had
attended every annual ESA meeting since
he first joined in 1968, a period comprising
52 years! Who cannot remember seeing him

Thomas J. Henry
Systematic Entomology Laboratory (SEL)
ARS, USDA
c/o National Museum of Natural History
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, DC 20013-7012
thomas.henry@usda.gov
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William Henry Luckmann
(1926–2021)
WILLIAM “BILL” HENRY LUCKMANN,
World War II veteran, originally from Cape
Girardeau, Missouri, and long-time resident
of Champaign, Illinois, died on 14 February
2021 in Peoria, Illinois. He was 95.
During the course of his long career,
Bill Luckmann was a professional scientist at the Illinois Natural History Survey,
professor of entomology in the School of
Life Sciences, professor and head of the
Office of Agricultural Entomology in the
College of Agriculture, and head of the
Center for Agricultural Entomology at the
Illinois Natural History Survey from 1965
through 1984. He was actively involved in
research programs during this period of
time and mentored both graduate students
and post-doctorates. His work contributed
greatly to advances in integrated pest management in field and vegetable crops. Upon
his retirement, an endowment, the William
H. Luckmann Award for Student Research
in Applied Entomology, was established to
support student attendance and presentation of research at scientific meetings.
Bill was born on 15 January 1926 in Cape
Girardeau to William August Luckmann
and Leonora (Ochs) Luckmann. He was
their only child. In 1943, while still in high
school, Bill spent the summer as a solo fire
lookout on Strawberry Mountain in Eastern
Oregon, an experience that shaped him for

the rest of his life. In 1944, after graduating
from Cape Central High School, he joined
the U.S. Army Air Corps and trained as a
navigator. World War II ended before he
saw action.
After the war, he attended the University
of Missouri on the G.I. Bill and earned a B.S.
degree in agriculture in 1949. While there,
he took a general education course in entomology and fell in love with the subject.
He went on to receive advanced degrees
in entomology at the University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign: an M.S. in 1951 and a
Ph.D. in 1956, with an appointment as entomologist in 1959. He titled his Ph.D. dissertation “Corn Rootworm Pest Management
in Canning Sweet Corn.”
During the summers of 1947 and 1948, he
was employed in the research department
of California Packing Corps (Del Monte), in
Rochelle, Illinois. While there, he met June
Myers Kepner, who would become his wife.
They were married for 71 years.
Bill had an international reputation in
integrated pest management. In 1972, he
and Robert Lee Metcalf authored and edited
Introduction to Insect Pest Management,
which has been published in 28 editions.
As an advocate for natural pest control, Bill
traveled the world, attending conferences
and mentoring other entomologists. He was
especially proud of consulting work he did
in India and Iran.
Bill enjoyed mentoring scores of graduate students from North America and
around the world. He often entertained
foreign entomologists while they visited
and studied at the University of Illinois. A
graduate student honored Luckmann by
naming a newly described insect after him:
Caliothrips luckmanni Wilson, a species of
thrips collected in Jabalpur, India, from
mango leaves.
Throughout his career, Bill was active in
the Entomological Society of America. In
addition to his scientific contributions at
ESA meetings, he served in many administrative capacities in the North Central
Branch: numerous times as program chair
and as president, 1978–1979. Bill was the
1984 North Central Branch’s nominee for
ESA’s J. E. Bussart Memorial Award, which
recognized outstanding research in economic entomology.
After Bill retired, he and June spent 25

years experiencing the wild outdoors. They
loved visiting the national parks and were
known for their camping adventures on
roads less traveled. Bill was an expert fisherman. He loved hunting and fishing with
his sons and friends at a cabin in southern
Illinois. He was a beloved and skilled storyteller, and a devoted family man who took
great pride in his children and many grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
On 24 February 2021, June Luckmann
followed Bill into the afterlife. They are
survived by five children: Charles (Susan
Specter) Luckmann, Bellingham, WA;
Nancy (Curtis) Glass, Orr, MN; Jill (Robert)
Musselman, Toulon, IL; Carol (Mark)
Parrish, Monmouth, IL; and John (Rebecca)
Luckmann, Columbus, IN. Bill and June
are also survived by 14 grandchildren and
26 great-grandchildren. Their lives will be
celebrated with friends and family at a later
date.
Donations in Bill’s memory can be made
to the William H. Luckmann Entomology
for the Ages Fund. Checks payable to the UI
Foundation and including a notation for the
William H. Luckmann Entomology for the
Ages Fund may be mailed to The University
of Illinois Foundation, Harker Hall, 1305
West Green Street, Urbana, IL 61801.
Charles W. Luckmann
Professor of English & Ethnic Studies
Skagit Valley College
Mount Vernon, WA
charles.luckmann@skagit.edu
DOI: 10.1093/ae/tmab020
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Dennis D. Kopp
(1943–2020)

and Leta each had three children from previous marriages), two sisters, six grandchildren, and many friends and colleagues who
mourn his passing.
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Tales from the Ant World
Edward O. Wilson
2020; 240 pages
Liveright, New York, NY
ISBN: 9781631495564; $26.95
(hardcover)

E.

O. Wilson begins his newest
book about ants with a word of
caution: “There is nothing I can
even imagine in the lives of ants
that we can or should emulate for our own
moral betterment.” Wilson points out that
ants “eat their own dead” and rank among
the most warlike of all animals, with clashes
that “dwarf Gettysburg and Waterloo.”
Even in the context of debates over gender
equality and the #MeToo movement,
Wilson notes that gender liberalism in
ant societies has run amok—females have
essentially total control, and male ants lead
pitiful lives by comparison. Despite this
word of caution, Wilson has done again in
Tales from the Ant World what he has done
many times before—he has taken a story
ostensibly about insects and turned it into
a human story. The book traces Wilson’s
journey from boyhood to Harvard professor by telling how interactions with ants
shaped his life along the way. This includes
Wilson’s early adventures collecting ants as
a boy in Washington, DC, to his discovery
of the first fire ant colony in North America
in an empty lot next to his childhood home
in Alabama.
Many of the stories Wilson shares will
be familiar to longtime readers of his work,
including the chapters “How We Broke
the Pheromone Code” and “The Walking
Dead,” which cover his early research on
ant communication and the discovery of
compounds ants use to identify their dead.
But subsequent chapters cover new discoveries made by ant researchers (myrmecologists) who have followed in his footsteps.
These chapters include new research on
parasitic fungi that turn ants into zombies,
as well as research on ancient “hell ants”
that roamed alongside dinosaurs and had
mandibles reminiscent of wooly mammoth tusks.
Wilson also devotes several chapters to

THE BOOK TRACES
WILSON’S
JOURNEY FROM
BOYHOOD TO
HARVARD
PROFESSOR BY
TELLING HOW
INTERACTIONS
WITH ANTS
SHAPED HIS LIFE
ALONG THE WAY.
one of my favorite armchair topics in entomology—species that hold world records.
Wilson sizes up various contenders for the
titles of “world’s fastest” and “world’s slowest” ant. And perhaps my favorite chapter
is his debate over which species should be
considered the “world’s fiercest” ant. After

considering a range of usual suspects, such
as Australian bulldog ants or army ants,
Wilson picks a species that will likely come
as a surprise to many readers. (I won’t spoil
it here!)
For someone who has written somewhere approaching 40 books about science—many of which already focus on
ants—where does Tales from the Ant World
fit in? I, myself, have kept a copy of Wilson
and Hölldobler’s encylopedic tome The
Ants on my desk since graduate school, and
I also have a well-worn copy of its shorter
companion, Journey to the Ants, which I
often loan out to students as an introduction to ant biology. In comparison to these
other two books, Tales from the Ant World
is much shorter and is written in a style
that Wilson describes as “an adventure
story.” The short chapters and narrative
tone make this book a quick read, which
will appeal to readers who are not yet ready
to tackle Wilson’s longer books on ants.
The stories told throughout the book also
do a good job of capturing Wilson’s excitement as he makes new discoveries about
ants—something that is usually missing
from technical books and journal articles.
The only shortcoming of Tales from the Ant
World compared to his previous books is
its lack of color plates and detailed images,
although there are numerous black-andwhite images that accompany the text.
Overall, Tales from the Ant World is an
enjoyable read, and it is appropriate for ant
enthusiasts of almost any age. Now, when
a student comes to my office and tells me
they want to learn more about ants, this is
the book I will hand them.
Clint Penick
Department of Ecology, Evolution, &
Organismal Biology
Kennesaw State University
Kennesaw, GA 30144
cpenick1@kennesaw.edu
DOI: 10.1093/ae/tmab021
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Biological Collections:
Ensuring Critical Research
and Education for the 21st
Century
National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine
2020; 244 pages
The National Academies Press,
Washington, DC
ISBN: 9780309498531; $65 (softcover),
$54.99 (e-book), free (PDF or read
online)

Entomology and Pest
Management, Seventh
Edition
Larry P. Pedigo, Marlin E. Rice, and
Rayda K. Krell
2021; 584 pages
Waveland Press, Inc., Long Grove, IL
ISBN: 9781478639923; $99.95
(hardcover)

Pollinators, Predators, and
Parasites: The Ecological
Roles of Insects in Southern
Africa
Clarke Scholtz, Jenny Scholtz & Hennie
de Klerk
2021; 448 pages
Penguin Random House South Africa,
Cape Town, South Africa
ISBN: 9781775845553; $34 (softcover),
$17.99 (e-book)

The Complete Field Guide to
Dragonflies of Australia

DOI: 10.1093/ae/tmab023

Günther Theischinger, John Hawking,
and Albert Orr
2021; 424 pages
CSIRO Publishing, Clayton, Victoria,
Australia
ISBN: 9781486313747; AU $49.99
(softcover)
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American Entomologist is a
different kind of entomology
magazine. It seeks to publish
a wide range of perspectives
covering all entomology disciplines,
professions, and career stages. Every
entomologist has a story, and we
want to hear yours.

BOOK REVIEWS

AE CATEGORIES - ZYZZYVA (commentary)

ZYZZYVA

ENTOMOLOGY AND SOCIETY

Louis Nottingham

A

s a relatively new research faculty
member, coming to grips with the
true nature of running a lab has
been something of an existential
pursuit. The transition from researcherin-training (graduate student, then postdoc)
to principal investigator (PI) has entailed a
dramatic and unexpected shift in duties.
During my graduate student and postdoc
years, most day-to-day activities were tied
directly to research projects, as expected,
but as a PI, the amount of “investigating”
I do is almost laughable. Instead, my tasks
mostly revolve around grant applications,
budget management, and administrative
duties that ensure that the people who
actually do the research in my lab remain
employed. It’s ironic that after completing
my research training, I largely stopped performing research. I spend a fair amount of
time assessing my situation (i.e., anxiously
spiralling) and trying to decide whether this
outcome is a personal failing or the inevitable result of “climbing the ladder.”
So, where does any forlorn millennial turn
for perspective on their first world woes? A
podcast, obviously—but, less obviously, an
economics podcast.
For many years, I’ve been a big fan of
the NPR podcast Planet Money, which is
informative and surprisingly funny. (Yes,
economics can be funny.) In it, I see a lot of
parallels between economists and entomologists: both groups are total nerds obsessed
with important topics that few others care
about, and we similarly like to use jargony
“principles” to explain things. For example,
if you found yourself in a group of economists and entomologists, the economists
might toss around phrases like “opportunity
costs” and “causal inference,” whereas the
entomologists might casually insert a “niche
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partitioning” here and a “trophic cascade” there.
It was in this fine podcast,
full of jargon, that I found
an overly generalized but
acceptable way to compartmentalize my PI conundrum.
Enter the principle of “comparative advantage.” This is
the idea that a team succeeds
by allocating tasks among
team members based on
relative skill level instead of maximum skill
level. So, in a research lab, the PI (in theory) is
more skilled than grad students and postdocs
in the department of research, but the relative difference in skill is not critically large. In
other words, students and postdocs can still
crank out some pretty dang good research,
as we all know. Meanwhile, PIs, especially
those of us who are new to the role, may
not be that awesome at administrative tasks
and budgeting; however, if those tasks were
given to inexperienced postdocs or students,
it could be game over for the lab. Therefore,
the PI’s comparative advantage is in finance
and administration, not research. So, the PI
deals with the bills; the postdocs use their
skills. Thanks a lot, economics.
Although my foray into economic theory
may be more cute than useful, I do think it
exposes a potential shortcoming in the current research structure. Because the most
experienced researchers (PIs) are forced to
spend so much of their time chasing funding, managing budgets, and administering, I
cannot help but wonder whether this results
in suboptimal research output and less time
spent training the next generation of scientists. Perhaps if research labs were less
beholden to the competitive grant system,
our duties would better reflect our training,

and the principle of comparative advantage
would be much less compelling.
Author’s note: To illustrate the economic
theory of comparative advantage, this article
and its figures use generalizations that do not
reflect all labs. In other words, I understand
that there are many graduate students who perform advanced experiments, postdocs who have
impressive budgeting skills, and PIs who directly
conduct research. This is just meant to be a fun
and somewhat sarcastic narrative of my own
experience.
Louis Nottingham (Louie) is research assistant professor of tree fruit entomology at
Washington State University’s Tree Fruit Research and Extension Center, and the Pacific
Branch representative for the Early Career
Professionals (ECP) Committee. In addition
to paying other people to do research, Louie
enjoys hiking, mountain biking, backcountry
skiing, birding, and other outdoor adventures
with his wife, Molly, and his dog, Blackbird.
Visit Louie’s lab website for contact and additional information: http://tfrec.cahnrs.wsu.
edu/nottingham/
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AE to JPSE TRANSITION OF IDEAS - ARTICLE SOURCES

•Generating articles

• Return to JPSE Editorial Board concept (JE) - talk of forming JPSE committee = editorial board
• Work with AAPSE committees to generate interest and content (C, EC, M, PD)
• Alter categories using AE to generate ideas
• Competition between states, regions, agencies, etc. (M, RR)
• Awards, travel funds, etc. (A)
• Invited authors - features, legends, etc. (JE)
• eXtension projects - highlights (eXtension contacts, PD)
M = membership
C = communication (social)
• Team profiles - state, agency, AAPSE Leaders (EC, RR)
A = awards
• Awardees (A)
EC = president, IPP, PE, Sec, Treas
• Hot topics - host group discussion (IE, PD, JE)
RR = regional reps
• Surveys - results (JE, C, M, EC)
IE - Issues & Eval
• Webinars, workshops for authors, reviewers (PD, JE)
PD - Prof. Dev.
JE - JPSE Editors
• Newsletters, Social Media, Blogs (C, EC, RR)
•Sidebar
• Publishing helps one’s career! Go for it!
• Submissions are explained on the JPSE pages of AAPSE.ORG
• https://aapse.wildapricot.org/JPSE
• Contact the editor at your convenience to discuss publishing <editor@jpse.org>

DISCUSSION
๏ Do we continue to publish the AAPSE journal?
๏ How do we generate more interest and submissions?
๏ Should we alter JPSE’s format/content to serve AAPSE’s diverse membership?

AAPSE As a Non-Profit Tax-Exempt Organization
The Issues and Evaluation Committee
May 2021

The Issues and Evaluation Committee recommends AAPSE consider developing formal guidance in the
organization’s policies regarding:
1) Tax-exempt status as a non-profit educational and scientific charity,
2) Engagement on public issues facing pesticide safety education given its tax-exempt status, and
3) A policy for responding to requests for AAPSE to endorse or provide letters of support for grant
proposals and similar projects.
Background
1) Under the United States IRS, AAPSE is a tax-exempt nonprofit 501(c)3 education and scientific
‘charitable organization’ ( https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/charitableorganizations/exemption-requirements-501c3-organizations ) for the purpose of, quoting AAPSE’s
Articles of Incorporation, “The Association is committed to the establishment of the highest
standards in pesticide safety education, the promotion of sensible pesticide education policies, and
the implementation of safe and effective pesticide-use practices.” To maintain its tax-exempt status:
a) AAPSE is prohibited from providing any type of inurement for private benefit:
“A section 501(c)(3) organization must not be organized or operated for the benefit of private
interests, such as the creator or the creator's family, shareholders of the organization, other
designated individuals, or persons controlled directly or indirectly by such private interests. No part
of the net earnings of a section 501(c)(3) organization may inure to the benefit of any private
shareholder or individual. A private shareholder or individual is a person having a personal and
private interest in the activities of the organization.’ Source: IRS
b) AAPSE is prohibited from being an ‘action organization’ as defined by the IRS:
i)

AAPSE has a strict prohibition of political activities:

“Under the Internal Revenue Code, all section 501(c)(3) organizations are absolutely prohibited
from directly or indirectly participating in, or intervening in, any political campaign on behalf of
(or in opposition to) any candidate for elective public office.” Source: IRS
ii) AAPSE is restricted from lobbying:
“In general, no organization may qualify for section 501(c)(3) status if a substantial part of its
activities is attempting to influence legislation (commonly known as lobbying). A 501(c)(3)
organization may engage in some lobbying, but too much lobbying activity risks loss of taxexempt status.
Legislation includes action by Congress, any state legislature, any local council, or similar
governing body, with respect to acts, bills, resolutions, or similar items (such as legislative
confirmation of appointive office), or by the public in referendum, ballot initiative, constitutional
1

amendment, or similar procedure. It does not include actions by executive, judicial, or
administrative bodies.” Source: IRS
Before the mid 2000’s the IRS had a strict prohibition for 501(c)3 organizations of any activity,
no matter how small or incidental, that even had the appearance of lobbying. The IRS currently
allows minor activities that may incidentally or unintentionally appear to be ‘lobbying.’ The IRS
currently uses a ‘test’ to determine if such incidental lobbying activity constitutes a ‘substantial’
activity by an organization.
To determine if substantial part of 501c3 organization efforts is lobbying and in conflict with its
nonprofit status the IRS uses the default ‘Substantial Part Test’. The measures IRS uses for this
test are purposefully vague but usually will include review of time devoted to lobbying by
volunteers and paid staff, expenditures, and the organization’s activities. How the IRS
determines if the amount of lobbying is considered a substantial part of the organization’s work
and what activities are determined to be lobbying is made by the IRS on a case-by-case basis. As
a rule of thumb, legal advisors recommend organizations to stay below 3% to 5% of their time
on activities that could be even perceived as lobbying.
An organization can elect to have the IRS use an alternative test, called the ‘Expenditure Test’.
For small organizations with < $500,000 of exempt expenditures (such as AAPSE), the amount of
expenditures for lobbying can not exceed 20% of exempt expenditures.
Note: AAPSE can undertake educational activities regarding pending legislation and still
maintain its tax-exempt status if those educational activities clearly do not cross over into
advocating for or against pending legislation as defined as lobbying by the IRS. In the mid 2000’s
AAPSE implemented an educational campaign led by then President Joanne Kick-Raack. Dean
Herzfeld, then AAPSE Treasurer, led the effort to provide educational information directly to
members of the US Congress on committees considering designating some of the PRIA funds for
PESPs for the first time (to be distributed by US EPA). AAPSE leadership also conducted
educational activities with several national organizations, some of whom chose to lobby
Congress on this issue and were successful, most notably the American Farm Bureau. These
funds are currently distributed to PSEPs by eXtension Foundation via a grant from US EPA.
2) AAPSE may address important issues:
Since AAPSE’s founding, the organization has addressed many major issues of interest to its
membership. AAPSE has produced a wide range of public reports, white papers, and educational
background materials on such issues, and has also provided comment on various proposed federal
rules and government agency policies. These activities are not prohibited by the IRS for 501(c )3
charitable organizations if they do not cross over into ‘lobbying’ on pending legislation or ‘political
activity’ as defined by the IRS. As a ‘membership driven organization’ these items are directly vetted
by AAPSE’s members as provided for in AAPSE’s By-Laws. The Issues and Evaluation Committee or
an ad hoc committee is tasked by the AAPSE Board to develop drafts of these items. Drafts are then
reviewed by the AAPSE Board and then vetted directly by the membership through the regional
members of the AAPSE Board or by other means (surveys, discussions at AAPSE’s regional or annual
national membership meetings, AAPSE list-serv, etc.).
3) Request for AAPSE support or endorsement for grant proposals and other projects.
2

In recent years, the number of groups and individuals requesting AAPSE to officially support or
endorse grant proposals to RFPs from various organizations, industry, or government agencies has
significantly increased. A formal policy is needed to ensure AAPSE responds to these requests in a
fair manner.
1) The Issues and Evaluation Committee proposes AAPSE may have a policy of not providing such
support or endorsements from requests from individuals, given the diversity of AAPSE’s
membership and possible competing proposals involving AAPSE members. The Issues and
Evaluation committee recommends the AAPSE Executive Committee review this issue and put it
before the Board for further consideration by the membership.
2) The Issues and Evaluation Committee proposes AAPSE may endorse positions (non-lobbying
advocacy efforts) of organizations such as Association of American Pesticide Control Officials,
AAPCO; Association of Structural Pest Control Regulatory Officials, ASPRCO; and Weed Science
Society of American, WSSA. The Issues and Evaluation committee recommends the AAPSE
Executive Committee review this issue and put it before the Board for further consideration by
the membership.
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Organizational Lifecycle
Rebirth
Maturity
Jane Dvorak, APR, Fellow PRSA

Growth

Decline

February 21, 2020

Birth

Board Roles

Where are you?

Death

Board Roles – Governance & Policy

Governance & Policy
Effective ECs

Effective boards understand
 Big Picture
 Opportunities

Membership

 Future Direction

to ensure the success of the organization.

Board Roles – Effective ECs
ECs/Boards should:

CEOs/Staff should:

 Direct

 Lead

 Protect

 Manage

 Enable

 Accomplish

Board Roles – Effective ECs
 Build Cohesiveness
 Establish expectations
 Camaraderie
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Board Roles - Membership

Board Roles - Membership

Recruitment

Recruitment

Retention

Retention

Succession

Succession

Board Roles - Membership
Recruitment
Retention
Succession

Structure
Leadership

Board Roles
EXERCISE:
Identify barriers to board success

Structure - Leadership
What makes a great leader?

Committees

 Listening & Understanding

Task Forces

 Ability to Inspire & Motivate

 Empowerment & Vision
 Delegation & Decision making
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Structure - Leadership

Structure - Leadership
Your legacy as a leader is not what you have
Peak Leader Model

accomplished, but rather the opportunity
you have created for those who will follow.

Source: FMI Consulting ‐ www.fminet.com

Structure - Committees
Help rejuvenate and build
organizations through
engagement

Structure – Task Forces
Forces for Good!
 Special initiatives
 Emerging needs

– strategic plan, new CEO, research assignment
 Short-term assignment

Structure

Decision Making Process
 Collective voice

EXERCISE:

 Deliberate
 Fact-based

Committee Worksheet

 Impact/Consequences
 Informed Choice
 No decision, IS a decision
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Accountability
 How are you measuring performance?
 Who is monitoring budget?
 4Ps = Process, protocol, policy & procedures
 Reporting mechanisms

Future Planning

Strategies = The APPROACH
Tactics = HOW it will be done

Future Planning

Future Planning

Evaluation is a means for
FUTURE PLANNING
not a reflection of success or failure.

Future Planning

Fiscal
Responsibility

Don’t Forget

EXERCISE:
How do you see AAPSE’s role changing in the next

year? 3 years? 5 years?

How can AAPSE best serve its members?
What needs to be fixed?
What needs to be broken?
What organizational resources should you be tapping?

LAUGHTER!
HAVE FUN!
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Jane Dvorak, APR, Fellow PRSA
jane@jkdjane.com
@Jkdjane
@JKDandCompany
www.jkdjane.com
303-238-3011
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COMMITTEE PLANNING WORKSHEET
Organization:

Fiscal Year:

Committee:

Chairman:

Committee Members:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Goals - Overall Objective:
1.
2.
3.
Responsibilities:
What

Who

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Responsibilities of Staff to Committee
1.
2.
3.
4.
Reporting Procedure to Board of Directors:
1.
2.
3.
Long Term Goals:
1.
2.
3.
Policies or Traditions that affect this committee.
1.
2.
JKD & Company

303-238-3011

www.Jkdjane.com

